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Molecular genetic test systems for fast and sensitive in vitro diagnostics (IVD)

Mentype® Solutions for Hematology/Oncology
Mentype® - stands for efficient and sensitive in vitro diagnostic tests for medical 
applications

Mentype® Chimera® was validated by chimerism analysis of over 200 
HLA-matched related donor-recipient-pairs making it tailored for chimerism
analysis. The kit is targeting 12 highly polymorphic STR-markers with a 
very high overall degree of heterozygosity and balanced allelic distribution. 
Together this allows detection of multiple informative loci that can reliably 
be traced back in follow up studies. The test is performed by using a 
capillary gel electrophoresis. Primers are fluorescence-labelled with 6-
FAMTM, BTG, BTY. Mentype® Chimera® detects approx. 200 pg genomic 
DNA, the optimal range under standard conditions is 0.2 - 1.0 ng DNA. 

D2S1360, D3S1744,
D4S2366, D5S2500, 
D6S474, D7S1517,
D8S1132, D10S2325,
D12S391, D18S51,
D21S2055, SE33, 
Amelogenin.

Mentype® Chimera® - The Multiplex-PCR chimerism analysis to detect relative donor/recipient ratios 
after allogenic bone marrow or stem cell tansplantation

Mentype® DIPscreen is a multiplex-PCR screening tool developed to identify insertion/deletion 
polymorphisms (DIPs / INDELs) that individually occur in donor or recipient, and, constitute informative 
loci. A single multiplex-PCR simultaneously screens 33 DIP-markers together with the gender specific 
locus Amelogenin.
Mentype® DIPquant assays provide quantitative chimerism monitoring through DIP loci specific qPCR
monoplex reactions. The allele-specific monoplex-assays address more than 50 DIP loci as well as a 
Y-chromosome specific region. All different assays were designed running with the same qPCR
parameters and allow parallel analysis of several DNA-loci of various patient samples at the same time 
and in the same run.
ChimerismTM Monitor is a software that were developed to round up chimerism monitoring through
automated analysis and read out.

Mentype® DIPscreen and Mentype® DIPquant - The combi-product to quantitatively monitor 
chimerism status after allogenic bone marrow or stem cell tansplantation

Mentype® AMLplexQS - A mutliplex-PCR based screening tool for subtype 
classification of acute myeloid leukaemia (AML)

The kit discloses 11 chromosomal aberrations and 34 transcript variants in a 
single PCR amplification. Mentype® AMLplexQS streamlines, time-wise and 
economical, the diagnostic process compared to single-step approaches. It 
represents the intelligent solution for efficient and reliable screening to 
enable an risk-directed and fast disease intervention. Mentype® AMLplexQS

mediates 0,998 specificity and robustly performs patient specific analysis. 
Results obtained with Mentype® AMLplexQS are ensured by internal controls 
that advance decision-making and allow the fast therapeutically onset. The 
test is performed by fragment length analysis deploying capillary gel 
electrophoresis. Primers are fluorescence-labelled with 6-FAMTM, BTG, BTY. 

AML1-ETO
BCR-ABL
CALM-AF10 
CBFB-MYH11 
DEK-CAN 
MLL-AF6 
MLL-AF9
MLL-ELL 
MLL-PTD 
NPM1-MLF1 
PML-RARA



Sampletype i-sep® Systems
Sampletype - stands for fast and efficient DNA extraction from challenging specimens 
- in a single tube assembly

Service
In close collaboration with our academic and clinical 
partners we transfer science to market. Consequently, 
our product variety is constantly increasing to support 
your future visions. Benefit from our expertise!

Enormous time savings: 90 % gain in efficiency 
through parallel sample preparation 
enhances overall throughput;

High reliability: 91.8 % sensitivity, 86.6 % specificity in 
252 clinical samples stays for accurate 
diagnostics;

Reproducibility and standardization: measurable, un-
ambiguous results due to molecular-
based pathogen verification;

Therapeutically added value: reduction of resistances 
and adverse medical reactions brought 
by accurate diagnostics 

Epidermophyton floccosum, 
Microsporum canis, gypseum,
Trichophyton rubrum, interdigitale,
Trichophyton spp.(tonsurans, 
violaceum, verrucosum and 
Arthroderma benhamiae),
Candida spp. (albicans, tropicalis, 
glabrata, krusei, guilliermondii, 
parapsilosis), Scopulariopsis
brevicaulis, Aspergillus spp. 
(fumigatus, flavus, niger, versicolor).

Mentype® Solutions for Dermatology
Mentype® - stands for efficient and sensitive in vitro diagnostic tests for medical 
applications

Mentype® MycoDermQS – A multiplex-PCR that identifies and differentiates 21 dermatomycosis causing 
pathogens and enhances significance and sample turn-over

Sampletype iiii----sepsepsepsep® dramatically streamlines the off-line lysis portion of the DNA extraction method.                  
Lysis Buffer is added directly into the Sampletype
iiii----sepsepsepsep® column along with the sample for incubation. 
Simple and fast separation of lysate from substrate 
with this unique single tube assembly is achieved by 
centrifugation. The collection tube is then loaded 
directly on the robotic platform for further DNA-
purification. This eliminates the manual lysate and 
substrate transfer steps, saving time, minimizing 
cross-contamination and sample transposition.
Gradual buffer separation rationalizes typically labor-
intensive, time-consuming processes even more 
enabling analysis of mixed forensic specimens 
(differential lysis), such as those derived from sexual 
assault cases, or, medical samples, such as 
formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissues (FFPE).

The Sampletype iiii----sepsepsepsep® ONEprep protocols enable in addition completion of off-line lysis in about       
20 minutes for biological fluids and tissues and allow direct amplification of the resulting DNA-lysate
without further purification.
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